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Manual transmission shift levers

We've detected some suspicious activity coming from your IP address and have temporarily blocked it as a security precaution. Please check the box to let us know you are human (sorry, robots are not allowed). We've detected some suspicious activity coming from your IP address and have temporarily blocked it as a
security precaution. Please check the box to let us know you are human (sorry, robots are not allowed). Ada Technologies is a manufacturer that completes transmission switch levers - automatic and hand-crafted with mass production experience at our company headquarters - Atsumitec - in new change with wire
technology. The automatic gearbox selects leverage including floor type, panel type and column type; while the lever shifts manually including floor types and in the panel. Contact us today for more information on shifter solutions - we deliver world-class quality in a timely manner. Ada Technologies has over forty years of
experience in designing and manufacturing automatic gearbox change levers. As part of the Atsumitec Group, our automated gear need architecture combines a compact design – both a lightweight and flexible solution, along with a cost-effective product application. We are experts in this field. As a manufacturer of
change control systems, we are capable of developing a sense of comprehensive and functional change – using our extensive knowledge of vehicle transmission and related control parts for optimal driver sensory experience – thus improving the quality and enjoyment associated with changing dynamics. 100% of our
automatic need development is done at our R&amp;D Headquarters in Hamamatsu, Japan. If a concern is identified in the initial design processes, we cooperate with our customers, our valued supplier and the concept is adjusted. Mating the driving force of vehicle style change and design intentions is critical to the
critical success of both our OEM customers and ADA Technologies. Our unique analytical tools and systems allow us to bring the desired sense of change to life. Through virtual simulation and detailed analysis, we can confirm this sense of dynamic change without costly prototypes and time-consuming testing and
errors. We are a development-oriented company. ADA Technologies has the experience and ability to develop a wide range of automatic number shifts such as floor type, panel type and column type, along with a full range of moving patterns, including and move straight. It is the responsibility of our dedicated
development team to propose a product that optimizes safety, quality, cost and timely development to meet the most demanding requirements of our customers. We have the knowledge, experience, facilities and capacity to meet weight and interior distance specifications. Ada Technologies offers high-quality, high-quality
gearbox change levers. Our manual change levers are manufactured and distributed to global OEM customers and include both floor type and panel type. We offer manual transmission change leverage with reverse lock function. As a worldwide leader in the design and production of manual transmission levers, we
provide the highest level of efficient shifting comfort for drivers. Superior change comfort, low operating force along with short and precise paths. Drivers experience both comfortable and efficient movement. Our manually changing lever design has a native platform with a compact structure, along with strategic weight
reduction and a proven lightweight design. Optimal coordination with OEM distance and careful synchronizing with the customer's production location. We are constantly working to develop products of lighter weight and competitive cost for our customers. You can rest assured that Ada Technologies provides full cost
control from modular conception to carefully planned delivery. Contact us today for more information on manually changing leverage solutions - we deliver world-class quality in a timely manner. As a global market leader in the Change Control Systems Board, ADA Technologies and our headquarters (Atsumitec) are
creating new value in the development, production and global distribution of digital transfer systems with electronic signal transmission. Shift by Wire (SBW) is the leading gear selection system without any mechanical combination of select lever and gearbox. The select lever uses multiple sensors to send a signal to
control the vehicle. This technologically advanced part reduces the weight, almost half, of the traditional mechanical type need, and allows maximum use of the interior space that allows for the necessary. This erthynology advantage allows for OEM design autonomy and positioning in the cabin. Atsumitec has experience
in mass production, as a Supply 1 supplier, for Shift by Wire. As a world leader in the design and production of change control system clusters, The Atsumitec Group delivers in excess of 1 million geared pins per year. Our quality, reliability and expertise are the result of over 20 years of manufacturing experience. We can
accommodate Shift by Wire products with ECU and those designs without ECU. In addition, our global production locations allow us to supply products from multiple regions to support localization cost benefits. Develop through knowledge. Our mission is to provide an innovative and integrated solution according to
customer requirements. Contact with us today to learn more about our change by wire solutions - we deliver world-class quality in a timely manner. Tell us about your car to find the right parts faster Code: 2015 Body Suspension Exhaust Air and Fuel Delivery Engine Brake Electrical &amp; Lighting Tire &amp; Wheel
Accessories &amp; Fluids Tools &amp; Equipment Boat &amp; Marine What's the Year, Make and Model of your vehicle? Why do we ask? So we can show you the products that best suit your trip. Ignore this sort by the lowest popular Price Page Price 1 1 - 75 of the 245 results Open 24x7 - Same Day Shipping! Save
$10 off $299, $20 off $599, $30 off $799, $100 off $1,599 Orders - Promo Code: BUYNOW exclusions apply Select Year 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006 2005 2004 2003 2002 2001 2000 1999 1998 1997 1996 1995 1994 1993 1992 1991 1990 1989 1988 1987 1986 1985
1984 1983 1982 1981 1980 1979 1978 1977 1976 1975 1974 1973 1972 1971 1970 1969 1968 1967 1966 1965 1964 1963 1962 1961 1960 1959 1958 1957 1956 1955 1946 Select Sub-Type Select Tool Selection Model When you send User Content, you are expressing your agreement and accepting all the terms
and conditions of this Submission Agreement as well as the terms and conditions set out in the Terms of Use and the Privacy Policy governing your legal relationship and contract with Three Pedals LLC. We have the right to change the terms and conditions of this Submission Agreement at any time as described in our
Terms of Use. If you do not agree to all the terms and conditions of this Submission agreement at any time, including, but not limited to, the times when we make changes, do not use, do not attempt to use and immediately stop using your user content, because if you do any of these , you agree to be bound by all the
terms and conditions of this Submission Agreement, including, but not limited to, any changes we have made.1. You agree not to submit inappropriate content. Inappropriate content includes any content: infringement or infringement of copyright, trademark or other intellectual property rights of any person who defames
or defamation as obscene, obscene, obscene or vulgar that violates a person's privacy in violation of any local law , state, country or internationally or advocate for illegal acts or violence that decompose others on the basis of gender, race, class, ethnicity, national origin, religion, disability, or other classification as
predatory, hateful, or intended to intimidate or harass , or contains offensive names that contain an offer of any kindmisrepresents of your identity or affiliationersonersonates othersis in poor taste or are otherwise objectionable2. You agree that you are solely responsible for the content you submit. You will quickly delete
any content you have posted if you find that it violates inappropriate content. You will compensate Three Pedals LLC and its limited liability members, affiliates and their subsidiaries, and directors, officers, managers, employees, shareholders, agents and licensees, from and against losses, costs, damages and expenses,
including reasonable attorneys' fees, as a result of any third party's claims regarding the content you have posted.3. You understand and agree that we are not responsible for any content submitted by users. You further understand that we have the right, but not the obligation to monitor submissions, and that we may
remove content that we believe is inappropriate for any reason without consent. We continue to reserved the right, at our own decision, to remove the privileges of users to post content on our website. We may reject or delete any comments at any time, with or without notifying you.4. You confirm that you are at least 13
years old. If you are under the age of 13, please do not submit any content to us. If you are under the age of 18 but at least 13 years old, you may only submit content with permission and under the supervision of a parent or legal guardian. If you are a parent or legal guardian who agrees to these rules for the benefit of
an individual between the ages of 13 and 18, please note that you are solely responsible for your submissions and any liability that he or she may bear.5. You acknowledge that you have the permission of others who have contributed or been referred in any content you submit. If there are any individuals under the age of
18 in any photo, video or other content you submit, you must have the permission of each individual's parent or legal guardian before submitting the content.6. You acknowledge and agree to any use and/or depend on any information obtained through your own risky interactive forums. We do not support any way the
content of interactive forums and cannot and will not verify its reliability.7. For any content you submit, you allow us to use it. You grant Three Pedals LLC a free license, i.e. i.e., permanently, worldwide, exclusively and completely re-licensed for use, reproduce, modify, modify, modify, publish, translate, create derivative



works from, combine into other works, distribute, perform, display and exploit in whole or in part in any form, media or technology known or developed later. Development.
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